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Blindness often creates a sense of powerlessness in the person experiencing it. This feeling of helplessness will lead to a sense of despair and depression, despair is marked by the appearance of negative life events that are perceived as global, permanent and beyond individual control. As social beings, blind children are an integral part of the community environment. If a normal person declare its existence or activity carried out through a series of works that can be appreciated by the community moral material environment. It is equally well be the normal desire is not different from the perceived blind children.

The purpose of this study was to determine the motivation and ability of blind people to socialize in the RSCN Malang. This research uses descriptive qualitative method, the subjects of this study were 3 people with visual impairment in the RSCN Malang. In collecting the data, the researcher used interview, observation, documentation.

The results of the research tells us that the IG is compliant with the rules of the RSCN and IG was very independent in doing all things, the IG would often socialize out RSCN like go to large outlets streets or plazas Malang to find something that is needed without the supervision of administrators RSCN. S is less in socialize and the motivated way too often afraid wrong in its attitude, hard to socialize with new people that the subject S knows. While the subject H has a
very high desire to work independently from the others because H has to pass from the RSCN and the desires for socialize with outsiders very nice. In socialize H is no longer embarrassed by the situation, the subject H was often a walk alone or with fellow blind exit RSCN region